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SEATTLE COLLEGE

ADVISORY BOARD POSITIONS FILLED
TO
PRIESTS
LEAD
OF
"STATE
SC
STUDENT
THE
OFUNION" GOES MAKE FINAL
OBSERVER
TO F. SULLIVAN VOWS MONDAY
BERT GOODMAN
much
By

What has happened to our
talked of lack of school spirit? It
seems to me that school spirit and

Final vows to the priesthood will
be made by three Seattle College
professors on February 2, at 9:00 a.m.,

during
student support was at a peak
Homecoming Week. It appeared as
though nearly all of the various factions of the student body were present
during the
at the various activities

The three priests are the Rev.
Owen McCusker, S.J., Robert Shiffncr, S.J., and Leo Lanphere S.J.
Father McCusker, philosophy professor, is from Seattle and acts as
moderator for the Spectator.
Father Slu'ffner, language professor,
is from Spokane, while Father Lanphere fromButte, Montana, is director
of dramatics for the Drama Guild.
Celebrating the mass and officiating at the ceremony will be the Rev.
Harold O. Small, S.J. The ceremony
will mark the completion of 17 years
of study for the priesthood.

VASHON ISLAND
WILL BE VISITED
ON HIYU TREK

FRANK SULLIVAN

to the atmosphereof the week. It was
a week sparked by activity and boosted by a winning team. The open
house saw many new friends inspect-

Members of Hiyu Coolee, the Col-

lege hiking club, will gather at the
Liberal Arts Building of Seattle College at 8:30 this Sunday morning to

ing the facilities of the institution.
Enthusiasm was overflowing throughout the week and the gala Homecoming Ball was a fitting climax to a very

embark on a revival of an oldCoolee
jaunt-a ferry, truck and boot trip.

According to Hiyu historians, it is
number of years since a trip of this
kind has been undertaken by .the

successful week.

a

A new spirit was also evidenced at
thelast student body meeting. General
enthusiasm greeted Blackie Thomas
and his news of Homecoming activi-

group.

The hikers will traverse Vashon
Island, a distance of some 15 miles.
Boots, with more than one pair of
boot socks, are advised for the trek.
The ferry leaves at Fauntleroy dock
at 9:35 a.m., so those wishing to attend may arrive there at 9:15 instead
of coming to the College first.Hikers
should bring a dollar which covers
everything, including ferry fare and a
little something to munch on.

.

ties,'

In all fairness, if the student administration is trying to attract us to the
meetings, they should do their share
to make those meetings a little more
stimulating.
One thing, we all would prefer the
businessbe railroaded through

routine
rather than sit while those on the
floor shift from one foot to the other
waiting for someone to speak on unimportant issues. Iam sure that if
anyone had anything of importance
to say they would do so withoutbeing
urged and prompted.
The question seems to be whether
or not the increase in attendance at
the meeting was due to the action of
the "Committee of Twelve", or from
whom we haveheard nothing of late,
or was it due to the publicity afforded
the meeting by the distributionof free
cigarettes? My choice is the latter,
which, Ithink, proves a point Ihave
long

maintained.

The true cause of lack of attendance
lies in the fact that the student administration for the past several years
has been unsuccessful in reaching all
of the elements of the student body.
1 am not attempting to level the
entire blame on the present administration for Ibelieve that they are
making a sincere effort to determine
the cause of the dilemma. If our
problem is to reach the elements of
am convinced
the student body, and I
that it is, the solution should not be
difficult.
The medium of contact obviously is
diversified publicity, designed to
reach each and every member of the
student body. If everyone could be
kept informed so that they could become interested, our problem would
practically be licked. There are dozens
of methods which could be employed
to bring this about.
The day has passed when Seattle
College will boast an enrollment of
300 or even 1200 students, and yet we
students, ever critical of the faculty
administration, have ourselves failed
to adopt methods adaptableto a group
of our present proportions.
We were frankly puzzledby the at-

titude of Gerri Lee Teitu at the last
student body meeting. Our sources of
informationconfirm the fact that the
knew full well, before the meeting,
that the Judicial Boardhad considered
and disposed of her complaint. We
cannot, therefore, understand why
she wanted the matter brought up
again. What's the angle, Gerri?

In an effort to acquaint Catholic
high school students of the city with
international problems, the Gavel
Club recently organized the International Relations Club.
With Beverly McLucas as director
of the meetings, the club discusses
current issues on alternate Wednesday
afternoons.
The first meeting, on January 15,
attracted over 160 high school students. Following a discussion on
"Problems of the Peace" by John
Spellman and Bob Larson, the meet-

in St. Joseph's Church.

week.
This sudden interest was certainly
hope that
a pleasant surprise and we
with old
together
spirit,'
new
this
traditions of the College, willcontinue
for the remainder of the year and
grow with each additional year.

Each year Seattle College makes
many nfw friends and establishes
many new traditions, but this year
new friends and new traditions were
especially evident during Homecoming Week. Competition between the
various resident halls added to the
spirit of the week, and each Hall can
well be proud of the Homecoming
display that they sponsored.
The displays this year began an
excellent tradition and added greatly

MOONEYRUNS
IRC
TO
HEAR
SC Men Pledged to DR. LACUGNA UNOPPOSED IN
Alpha Sigma Nu AT NEXT MEET SENIOR RACE

LOUIS FLYNN

Final casting for roles in the
forthcoming Drama Guild
production "State of the Union" will be completed this
week, according to the director, Rev. Leo Lanphere, S.J.
The appointment of Margaret
Frank Sullivan has been chosen for O'Brien, Junior-History Major, to the

New Staff Members

Named By Flood

the lead, as Grant Matthews, who is
a successful airplane producer and
public figure during the war years.
In the lighter picture is Spike MacManus, a big time political reporter,
portrayed by Louis Flynn.
Playing his first drama role in
Seattle College productions is Kevin
Packard, who acts the part of James
Conover, a politician of unscruplous
character, who doesn't look the part.
Other characters are: George Flood
as Sam Parrish; Jackie Haw as Jenny;
Gerry Heimas Judge Alexander;EUen
Nickerson as Mrs. Alexander; Mary
Kendrick as Kay Thorndike andFrank
Caldwell as William Hardy. The rest
of the cast has not yet been named.
Cal Druxman is handling the publicity and is being assisted by Margie

Carlisle, Doreen Briggs, Jackie

Editorial Staff as Asociate Editor,
wus announced last week by Editor
L. John Flood. Miss O'Brien has
served as a reporter and News Editor
on the Spec.
Replacing her as News Editor will
be Deslye Layman, Sophomore— Lab.
Technician.
Robert Nash has been appointed
Business Manager, and Lucille
Hemnes has been designated as Advertising Manager.

—

Re-appointed as Feature Editor is
Charles Bricker, Freshman English
major.

PREVIEWS

January 30— Idaho State game here
Haw,
Frosh pictures

11:00Gym
Jean Kumhera and Phylis Mary
Young. Howard Hendry is thebusiness January 31— Idaho State game here
manager, with Margaret Radcliffe as February 1-Hiyu Coolee Hike
an assistant.
February 2-IK's 7:30
The "State of the Union" will be
St. Martin's Came
presented March 19 at the Moore
Lacey, Wash.
theater and is a satire on modern poll- February 3— Commerce dub
tics in the United States.
February 4-Sodality 8:00

A public figure during the war, February s— Portland U. game
Portland, Oregon
Grant Matthews is asked to run for
the Presidency of the United States. February 6-Mardi Cras 9:00
Laughs and more laughs with some
Senator Ballroom
serious thinking will be the order of
Portland U. game
Portland, Oregon
the evening.
February 9-Drama Guild 8:00
February 10-Gavel Club
IN
Forum Club
The faculty and students of Se- February11— Ash Wednesday
Midquarter
attle College wish to extend their
sincere sympathy to Father Codd, February12— Midquarter
education professor, on the death
of his mother, Mrs. Ambrose W.
Codd.
Mrs. Codd was the mother of
Mrs. Herb Coyne, WEst 7048, 9678
Rosemary Codd, a former student,
48th
S.W., lost fur coat(brown squirand the aunt of Jack Codd and
rel) at the Homecoming dance. Anyattending
Roberts,
who are
Sarah
one finding such, please call above
the College.
number.

MEMORIUM

LOST

ing was given over to questions and
discussion by the students.
At the second meeting on January
21, six high school members, representing ODea, Forest Ridge and Holy
Names, discussed the structure and

MARCIE MOONEY

Marcie Mooney, senior his-

functions of the United Nations.
tory major, was elected to the
The club has as its objective, not
Advisory Board Wednesday
only the fosteringof interest in inter- afternoon, replacing
Jim Mcnational relations, but it also is deMembers of Alpha Sigma No who were pledged to the National Jesoit
member,
class
Kay,
senior
high
signed
school students
to train
honorary this week are reading left to right: Front row, Jim Henriot,
in public speaking, leadership and who resigned.
Wyoming Brooks, Cene Brenner, Bill Suver, and Tom Tangney; back
parliamentary procedure.
row, Mil Raitano, Fd Burke, Jim Daly, Jim McKay and Tom Beaudet.
Miss Mooney's election was a mere
At the next meeting, to be held formality as she was unopposed on
pledge
honorary.
Hank Curey is also v
to the
February 4, the discussion on the
With their traditional tapping ceremony, Alpha Sigma social and cultural organization of the the ballot.
The Freshmen-elect representatives
Nu pledged pledged eleven new members at the ASSC meet- United Nations will be led by two
on the Board are Jackie Haw, preing.Members are chosen on a basis of scholarship, loyalty and Holy Names students. As an added major; Jim Schultz, pre-mujor, and
feature,Dr. La Cugna, of the Seattle
I,
1
$
service to the College.
McMahon, Commercial Science
College PoliticalScience Department, Jack
major.
Alpha Sigma Nu, national Jesuit
will give an evaluation of the United
honorary, fills its membership quota
NaIions. ,
f"
Jackie Haw is a graduate of Holy
from a4iraitt>d/Uurr<J»er^f>."«ale, upperRosary High, Seattle, and was recentclass students'. Two students from
ly elected Freshmen Homecoming
each of the four schools at Seattle
princess.
College are elected by present active
Graduated from Central Catholic
members, and the names are subSchool, Portland, is Jim Schultz
High
mittedto a faculty boardfor approval.
Hear Ye, Hear Ye, all Honorable
who
was
the winner of one of two
Inaddition threeseniors are appointed Chiefs are making an excursion to
scholarships awarded
Seattle
College
to the honorary by the president of Olympiafor the game with St.Marhigh school seniors in Washington,
to
the College.
tin's. This game will begin at 8
Oregon and Idaho.
The Commerce Club has engaged
Newmembers of the national Jesuit p.m. in the Olympia Armory MonJack McMahon is a graduateof SeBeaudet,
business
Gilbert,
Ellis
noted
man and
honorary society are: Tom
day.
Prep and is from Wenatchee.
attle
Steampship
senior-Economics; Wyoming Brooks,
It would be appreciated if all manager of the Blue Star
Also
nominated for the Freshmen
speak
at their next meetJunior— Accounting; James McKay, private cars would go in caravan Company,to
Advisory
Board position were Bed
p.m.
at
8:00
Mathematics;
Brenner,
ing
February
Gene
3
Senior—
style.
Hems, Business Administration; Jim
of
Finance;
particuEd
Mr.
Gilbert's
talk
will
be
Commerce
and
theLiberal
Junior—
Buses willleavefrom
Raitano, Junior-Pre-Med.; Jim Hen- Arts Building at 6 p.m. and will lar interest to foreign trade students Nelson,pre-major; Nancy Moore,prewill relate major; Agnes Remmes, Chem. major,
riot, Junior— Economics; Tom Tangreturn after the game. The price is and business majors, as he
aiding
how
the
Blue
Star
Line
is
the and Virginia Schwaegler,pre-major.
Suver,
Jun- set at $1.25. Tickets are being
ney, Junior-English; Bill
The elections committee stated
people
suffering
Europe.
of
ior-Economics; Jim Daly, Senior
sold 8 to 12:30 in the main hall of
The Blue Star Line, a British that those students who were nominEngineering; Ed Burke, Junior-Engi- the LA Building. They mayalsobe
neering, and Hank Cary, Junior—Enpurchased from any member of the steamship company, has recently in- atedand whose names did not appear
ships which on the ballot weredropped due to an
gineering.
Yell Team, Johnny Delorie,Ray O. troduced refrigerated
banquet
possible
make
it
for
and
a
better
beef ship- insufficient grade point average or
Initiationceremonies
(..nit/., Helen Klepich and Marments from Argentina to Britain. The class classification.
for members and pledges will take garet Spane.
It was also announced that the
has exported its
place February 4.
Johnny Delorie,on behalf of the Pacific Northwest through
this new total students voting in the election
Members of Alpha Sigma Nu who Yell Team, stated: "Let's get on apples and pears
was 283.
method.
selected the new members are; Nace that band wagon and support our
McHugh, Dan Riley, Stan McNaugh- team. If we want to be in the final
ton, Dick Read, Steve Robel, Bill winning circle we must support
Moeller,Mike Hoffmann,Remi Muyl- that team.
leart, John Powers andRoscoe Balch.
"Your vote for future trips depends on the outcome of this excursion. Due to circumstances beyond the control of the Yell team
we were forced to cancel the Portland trip. This is our chance to
Twenty-three Seattle College students were notified this
prove that we can do things in. week that they had been accepted for recognition in th 1947^
just as large a manner as any 'Big
48 edition of WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERI.
Time University."
CAN
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
The "Good Joes" Club willconduct
GO
EM,
CHIEFS,
"GO GET
Chosen for their prominence in
a second drive for clothing and food
GET 'EM."
school activities all of the candiMahaney, Robert Joseph (Ecofor Father Joseph Eidleman in Japan.
dates are members of the Senior nomics major)—past Duke of the
The campaign, scheduled for next
Class. Selected to represent the Intercollegiate Knights.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
College were:
Moeller, William A. (Education
will attempt to equal the 650 pounds
Ahnstrom, Geraldine Cruick- major)—Opera Guild director and
in
the
last
clothing
sent
of food and
—
shank (Sociology major) '4647 past president and past ASSC viceshipment.
ASSC secretary and member of the president.
Father Eidleman has written from
Silver Scroll.
Japan,saying thathe is "very enthusiMooney, Marcie Mary (History
Acheson, Margaret Elizabeth (So- major)—Gavel Club secretary and
astic about the movement." Father
The well-laidplans of the 1946-47 ciology major)— prominent Opera past
Logan received a letter from a parishSodality vice- prefect; A.W.
Silver
Scroll members under the guid- Guild star.
columnist on Spectator '46ioner of Father Eidleman, which
S.S.C.
ance of Joanne O'Neill, president,
Abbott, Wilbur Joseph (Labora- ■47.
states that "it is one of thebest things
—
Friday,
January
23.
were realized
tory Technician major) past preslMorrison, Catherine Mary (Eduthat couldhave happened to him."
of
the
Liberal
lobby
dues
The
first
floor
dent
of the Mendel Club and Spec- cation major)—Homecoming Queen
quarter's
Contributions for this
to the "Good Joes" ($.50) may be Arts Building is the permanent home tator sports writer; Advisory Board and ASSC secretary; Homecoming
Princess '46 and '47.
made to Tom Tangney, or the person of the Silver Scroll "Preview of the member.
Beaudet, Thomas Joseph (EcoRiley, Daniel Patrick (Sociology
in charge accepting the gifts Monday. Week" bulletin board. The beautiful
The last dues payment covered ship- mahogany wood case, set on a metal nomics major— member of Alpha Sig- member)—Alpha Sigma Nu memframe, will be the students' guide for ma Nu.
ber and chairman of the "Commitping costs from Seattle to Japan.
Ellis, Laura Helens (Chemistry tee of Twelve."
All clothing will be accepted, but the various school functions taking
—
major) co-chairman of the HomeRobel, Stephen Bernard (Engifood contributions will be limited to place each week.
coffee, cocoa and chocolate. It will
Geraldine Cruickshank Ahnstrotn coming Week and Silver Scroll neer major)—ASSC student body
be collected in the lobby of the Lib- has charge of the board and if any member; Mendel Club secretary president and Alpha Sigma Nu
eral Arts Building during the morning club wishes to have its meeting posted and treasurer '46 and '47; Lambda member.
Slderlus, Mercedes Ann (Educaperiods and afternoon.
there will be a small box on the back Tau president '47-'4B.
Stan McNaughton (Economics tion major)—AWSSC president and
Any person desiring to join the of the board in which to place the
Club is advised to contact Father Lo- notices, announced Nora Murray, major)— chairman of school finan- Silver Scroll member; co-chairman
gan, Tom Tangney, or to see the per- Scroll president. Mrs. Ahnstrom re- cial board; past president of Com- H. S. Debate Tourney.
son on duty when bringing their con- quests that these notices state the day, merce Club and Alpha Sigma Nu Qalbraith, Charles Joseph (Pie
tribution.
member.
time and place of the activity.
(Continuedon Page Pour)

SC Yell Squad

Charters Ride
Will
To St Martin's Ellis Gilbert
Speak at Commerce
Club Meet Tuesday

-

.

CAMPAIGNFOR
FR. EIDLEMAN
BY GOOD JOES

'

ASSCRECEIVES
PREVIEW BOARD
FROMSC SCROLL

TWENTY-THREE PROMINENT SC
STUDENTS SELECTED TO "WHO'S
WHO" AMONG STUDENTS IN U. .S

THE
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RIGHT OF A NATION TO KEEP SC SKI CLUB
Touch
The Common
AND CATHERINE GIBBONS
PUNS TRAIN The last Books—TONY
the official publication the Associated Students of Seattle ARMAMENTS INDEPENDENT OF
will be
on Friday, bi-weekly.
discussion
the
was scheduled for the
as
the
club
student was
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this fact
friend.. "I predict," he said, "that there
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J'm Schultz period ot compulsory peacetime mili- time in their history have gone in for
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Election Confirmed By
SC Coed Before Voting

One member of the entire student body has elected a
Senior student to the Advisory Board.. That person, possessing enough courage and initiative, was Gerri Testu, and the
capableperson she nominated was Marcie Mooney.
The circumstances concerning this unique affair originated with the resignation of James McKay, senior class member, from the Advisory Board. This vacancy, according to
the ASSC Constitution,made it necessary for the election of
a Senior from the class of '48.
At the last student body meeting, nominations for the
post were placedon the agenda of the meeting.
When nominations were opened, one student was nominated, and in actuality, won the position a week and one-half
before the student body was called to vote upon the matter.
Let it be understood here and now, that anyone who
wished to nominate could have and should have. However,
since the member nominated has to be a Senior, we feel that
the Senior Class had the reponsibility of seeing that more
from their large number were nominated.
To Gerri Lee must be given the credit for recognizing the
merits of the Senior Class, though, she, herself, is not a
Senior. This is quite exceptional when the Seniors lack the
ingenuity or the energy to select from their exclusive midst,
representatives for the Board.
What is the trouble with this class that they hesitate
nominate
more than one candidate? Are they suffering
to
from some rare undefined pyschosis
or maybe, it's the
lack of self-confidence? Which is the last thing one expects
to discover among the "mighty" Seniors!
It has been expressed that the upper-classmen assemble
more frequently in the future just to find out who is in the
class, and from these select their candidates for various
offices.
As the anti-thesis of such shyness, the nominations of
Frosh members for Advisory Board positions came fast and
furiously, and certainly outshone the Seniors in numerical
value. Just because this exuberance is expected from the
Freshmen, it cannot explain its prominent absence from the
Senior Class.
It might be wise for the Seniors to revive this feeling of
enthusiasm, and to instill it permanently into their future
student activities. How about it, Seniors?

...

of Congress.
But it also has received impetus
from the recent statement of the new
commander of The American Legion
advocating only tour months of such
training. As the Legion has been a
torcmost protagonist of a year's program, the substitute plan probably
gave the clincher to the new phase of
this great issue.
The question now to be answered
is: what attitude should we take
towards a lour months' program ot
compulsory training for all?
1) To answer this question some
realistic factors should be taken into
consideration. One is that this diminished period of training is likely to
cause a split in educational circles.
The idea of a year's training is disruptive of education, one of the key objectives to the old plan would no
longer be present.
In addition, it is highly probable
that before long the four mouths
might be reduced in congresional debate to three months or maybe ten
weeks. The educators are bound to
point out that tour months does not
exactly fit into the scholastic vacation
schedule.
2) The moral objections to conscription might lose considerable weight if
the period were only ten weeks or
three months.
3) From the viewpoint of the effect
of this shorter period on the international situation, it must be admitted
that such a brief period would result
in a less formidable and bristling
army program and corresponding less
of a threat to peace, and less likely
to misinterpretation by other nations.
4) Many persons base their support
of the full year's training on the Russion problem.It wouldseem, however,
that a three month'sprogram of military training will not be the major
factor in our policy towards Russia,
'l) On the other side of the ledger
is that fact that the War Department
has repeatedly said that ONLY a
year's training is worth while. Their
willingness now to accept what they
have already condemned as insufficient can be interpreted as a part of a
campaign to get the principle of peacetime conscription accepted.

The innovation would have been

made, the principleaccepted, whether
the conscription would be for four
days or for twelve months. If we de-

Socialists Corner
By BILL

The Apostolic Committee is proceeding with plans, mentioned in the
last issue, for aid to Japanese college
students at Sophia University in Tokio.
Father Corrigan is the latest to receive a letter from a fellow Jesuit
which accentuates the need for immediate and continuous aid. This is certainly the most effective way to Christianize Japan— educating her youth in
Christian morality.
In the report made by "The Committee of Twelve," at a recent student
body meeting, some stress was laid
upon an organization for married students at the College. This need was

SUVER

foreseen and plans have been formulating for the realization of such ah
organization.

eette,

a marriedveteran and
d of our Inquiry Commitlarge of organization. It is
:d that the club would
serve the needs of married couples,
one or both of whom attend the College, in satisfying some of their need
for entertainment, social activity, discussion of married life and whatever
they deem such a club should exist
for.
If married, and interested, come to
our nextmeeting February4.]

With tin- coining of the new year, will be one great conflict."
the Chieftain Ski Club offers its members great plans for the hickory boards
A certain cornet player in the Pep Band showed up at the Gonzaga
during the remainder of the season.
game January 14, but without his horn. His alibi was strong. '"You called
A new type of ski trip has been me, Jack, didn't you?" he asked Jack Dorsey, the maestro. "Yes," said
planned for'the College. The Clubhas Dorsey. "You said you needed me— that you wanted me to play, didn't
chuckled the cornetist, "I brought
chartered a night train for the Mil- you?" "Yes," replied Dorsey. "Well,"
"
waukeeSki Bowl for Friday evening, ray gym shoes."
February 13. Everyone is invited and
the schedule for the train departure
Editor Jack Flood was bent over, clearing off his desk while two feminine
will be announced later.
members of his staff, Margaret O'Brien and Betty Anne Lonergan, were
quietly discussing clothes and tilings. Jack straightened up abruptly. "Get
Lodge skiers are urged to attend as out,"
he shouted, "and stay out. AH you ever do is sit around here and talk,
lodge.
To
dancing
at the
there will be
yakety
yakety yak." There were two gasps, then an interval of stunned
make this trip posible, 250 tickets at
"Gee,1 came a timied voice, "I sound almost like a real editor,
silence.
The
train
$1.77 a ticket, must be sold.
don't I?"
will leave sometime Friday evening
and return Saturday morning.
This Sunday's Vashon Island walk is by way of being a revival for the
The Ski Club patches, which every- Coolees, since such jaunts used to be the rule in the hiking club's early days.
one has been anticipating, will arrive It will, according to informed sources, include travel by ferry, truck, and the
in two weeks. Members are warned old reliable boot. A more esthetic member of the group recently said, "We
that their $2.00 dues must be paid be- shall stroll through Nature's harmony of verdant woodland and rich brown
fore they will receive their patches.
earth, breathing great draughts of lucent air, blissfully conscious of drops of
pearl-like moisture, as—" Anyhow, that's the way it's going to be.
Virginia Harvey, secretary for the
thank
she
wishes
to
Club, stated that
We'll try not to make this sound like a tavern column, but some of
Barney Biteman, Jack Koenig, Walt
the
funniest incidents do concern drinking. Thursday before the HomeCharles
Haw
and
Lodwig, Jackie
Ball, we overheard a fellow in the Cavern explaining to a group of
coming
Bricker for aiding the Ski Club in inquisitive friends why he wasn't attending the festivities. "I can't dance
winning first prize in the Homecomuntil Iget three or four drinks and after Ihave three or four drinks Ican't
ing Open House Display contest
dance."
1

ATD,AED
To Sponsor geniality.

Iron Draw

Members of the Alpha Tau Delta,
women's nursing honorary, and Alpha
Epsilon Delta are co-sponsoring the
drawing for a steam iron.
Those selling chances for the A.T.D.
are Beverly Shinn, Barbara Palmerton
and Lorraine Well, and those in
A.E.D. also participating are John
Glassy, Stanley Stann, Charles Galbraith, Tom Hall, Martin Austin and

Bill

Myers.

A special tea, commemorating
Founder's Day, will be held February
15 for the nursing students at Providence Hospital. The drawing for the
winner of the iron will be a main
feature at this function.

SC BOOK GROUP
TO HOLD OPEN
FORUM SESSION

Father Nichols, of "I will never go to Canessa" fame was at the Homecoming Ball. It seems that coed approached the padre to exchange a few
words of felicitation. As she came closer to where he stood, it seemed to
her that his face was bent in an unaccustomed frown. She chatted withhim
for a moment. Suddenly his face cleared and he beamed with his usual
"Your decoration,"he smiled, "is not a natural flower, I
see. For
I
a moment feared for the giant camellia which is just coming into bktom on
the campus." We think such trust is touching.
Scriptural slant to an old saw: Last Sunday's gospel contained the parable
of the laborers in the vineyard, some of whom came at the first hour, some
at eleventh, but all were paid the same wage. Father McGuigan made use
of the parable to illustrate a point of justice, and said that thelaborers each
received two denarii. "One," said the class. "Two," said their mentor. "One,"
the class repeatetle.Came a weary voice from the back of the room, "That's
right," call him a liar for a denarius."
On the way home from Holiday Inn, where an immense crowd of S.C.'ers
dined after the Ball, John Anderson's car ran out of gas. Another vehicle
full of Collegestudents stopped to render assistance. Anderson stepped over,
glanced into the second car, and, failing to recognize any of its occupants
in the dimness, asked the one question certain to gain him recognition in
any College crowd. "Do any of you," he asked, "know Joe Kelly?" Who is
Joe Kelly that he, like a Colossus, bestrides our narrow world?

Pre-meds in Dr. Werby's Comparative Anatomy labhad eels and dogfish
to disect not long ago. One student was carrying a dogfish and, two eels from
the lab at one endof the hall to his storage tank at the other when an arts
student passed him. "Dhuh," said the arts student, "What you got there?"
"This is nothing," smiled the pre-med. "You should have seen the one that
got away."

Moralizersmight do something with the fact that the recent "Free Camels"
student body meeting was the best attended of the year so far. It just goes to
The first book of Aristotle's "Poli- show that ASSC members willrally 'round when they feel that something
tics" was the subject of a recent meet- is at stake.
ing of theSeattle College Great Books
Discussion. The discussion was led by
Mr. Victor Srrub and Mr. George
Rourke.
for the beautiful gift Ireceived from
Although this group seems to have
SC MENTALITY LOW!
the student body,and also to take this
attracted little notice among the stu- TO THE EDITOR:
to thank all those workers
opportunity
group
as
has
been
body
think,
yet,
dent
the
he will
If a person does not
meeting regularly at the College since form no convictions; and if' he has without whose help the Homecoming
last fall. Following the well-known no convictions, he cannot think. He Week could not have been a success.
express my thanks to
program of reading and discussion in- then has neither principles nor brains Ialso wish to
and
his committee for the
Abbott
of
ChiBet
by
University
the
augmented
with which to think. His mentality,
cago, interested faculty members, stu- then, is on a level with that of most work done in preparation for the
Thomas,
dents and friends meet every other of those S. C. students who answered Homecoming game; Mrs.
Open
Thursday evening to discourse on the the Question of the Week last Mon- Dave Hyde, Frank Caldwell for
House;
Murphy,
Hughes
and
Lois
Jim
classics of world literature.
day.
the
Homecomco-workers
who
made
politicians,
There is no formal organization of
To murderers, corrupt
Ball a success; and special apprethe group. The only requirement for and Maish's sympathizers: What is it ing
ciation
to John Amt and Charles E.
admission is the reading, in advance, you all have in common?
for their efforts onbehalf of
Sullivan
GRIFFIN.
hook
be
DORSEY
E.
of the
to
discussed.
Homecoming.
I wish to especially
Soph. Phil Major.
The next meeting will be held on
thank the entire student body for their
Thursday, February 12, at 8:30 p.m.
enthusiastic
attendance at all of these
in the LA building. The subject for
OF
affairs.
A
LETTER
THANKS
Lives—
"Plutarch's
discussion will be
BLACKIE THOMAS
Lycurgus, Nunca and Comparison: Letter to the Editor:
Homecoming Co-Chairmen
appreciation
express
my
I
to
want
Alexander and Caesar."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

"

Alumni Proud, As Well As Pleased, For
Students and Growth of Seattle College

Before the pressure of every-day
life forces us to lay aside our recollections of the 1948 Homecoming proceedings, it seems that someone
should speak for the alumni in expressing our sincere appreciation to
the students of Seattle College for
their unsurpassed efforts in our honor.
The three great events of the week
merged into such a tribute to us who
havebeenand gone that we are loathe
to let it enter unsung and unrecorded
Dig deep into your pockets, everyone! The March of into the duty annals of things forgot-

A Small Contribution
For A Splendid Cause
Dimes is one cause for which all can dig a little deeper, and
come up with the designated silver coin for the endless drive
in the prevention of infantile paralysis.
If you have ever known a victim of this tragic disease,
your sympathy and your dime should come a little more
readily. Who knows but perhaps you, yourself, may require
the assistance of this worthwhile agency sometime. It isn't
enough that the majority of Seattle College's student body
contributes. The united effort must be 100%.
Deny yourself that cup of coffee in the morning, just
once. It's as simple as that. How about your dime, right now ?

compulsion, however attenuated,
would be imitated by Great Britain.
It will be difficult to estimate the
consequences of the examplethus provided by the United States.
3) Many people have opposed the
growing power of the federal government and particularly of the President. There is no denying tliat witli
the principle of conscription accepted,
the fresh powers are conceded to the
executive branch.
4) The history of the peacetime
draft in other countries is that short
periods have tended to become long
periods. In France the time went up
from one, to two, and even three
yean.
What then should be our attitude
to the four months or three months
program of peacetime conscription?
Some have suggested that the best
attitude for the present is to "let it
lie." Our viewpoint should be one of
basic unsympathy to the whole philoiophy behind the plan, but not one of
undying hostility. This answer is based
on the theory that to pursue the whole
conscription program, no matter how
brief a period was involved, with
bloody intransigrance, would be to
expose us to trie charge of sabotaging
the national defense effort.
Others have suggested that at this
juncture we call the attention of the
Congress to the National Guard and
Reserves and the unimplementedprovisions of the 1920 Defense Act. (of.
The N.C.E.A. "Democratic Plan for
National Defense," Catholic Mind,
Oct. 1945). Certainly a three months'
period of training will not give the
Army the defense force it planned to
get out of the twelve months. This
means that thereshould be a strengthening and new emphasis on the reserve
components. Whether the Army can
overcome its long-term contempt of
the Guard- is problematical.
Whatever attitude we take, we
should insist throughout] that there be
adequate measures to protect the religious and moral life of the trainees.
We also advocate an international
agreement to abolish ALL compulsory
training throughout the world.
And we can continue to remind the
country's leaders that the answer to
world peace does not lie in armaments
but in this atomic age no nation has a
right to maintain its national armaments independently of the international organization.

College
Great
at
Engineers'
meeting. An engineering
tame night
commenting on
to a

ten at

Seattle College.

Not that there seems to be any
danger that the Homecoming Ball will
very soon become a forgotten thing.
The setting, the music, the color and
lights, and most striking of all, the
flawless majesty of the coronation
ceremony itself, mark that event as a
matchlessly memorable occasion.
Nor will the basketball game,Tuesday evening, with the alumni game
between halves be difficult to summon to mind; for ball games have an

appeal all their own, each one form- earnest desire to excel. And directing
ing a link in the chain of sports events all of these elements into one cooperathat gives it an unchallenged place tive effort, the hope of fortifying the
bond between student and alumni.
in the school's history.
So it was that from the changed,
of
that,
by
the
reason
project
But
its lack of tradition, stands in seeming yet changeless Cavern, where all eveperil of anonymity is that one which, ning the Home Economics class served
because it represents the cooperation delicacies to hungry comers, we betook
of the greatest number of students, ourselves that night to the new Buhr
deserves, perhaps, the loudest plaudits Hall, where the Junior class and the
of all. That event was the Open House Aegis and Spectator staffs, seemingly
on Wednesday evening. Though the bent on tearing at well-worn heart
comparative massiveness of the school strings, presented a complete historic
might have struck the alumnus with pageant of SC as it was and is in
awe, it was apparent to him nonethe- print; from there to the new auditorless that here still, as in his day, the ium in Simmons Hall, where studentsmall intramural organization is the wVitten, produced and acted productions drew an overflowing house for
nucleus of SC activity.
The fundamental structure of the more than an hour, and the Music
school is the sume; if the school is Department featured entertainment
bigger, it is only because there are throughout the evening; thence to the
more cells now, nnd more of the ma- Engineering Building,where the portentious equipment made an approterial on which they thrive.
rivalry
was
priate
setting for the technical demonalways,
the friendly
Ai
"
apparent, the unabashed pride of each strations.
And in the brilliantly spotlighted
student in his own organization, the

LA Building we saw the Gavel Club eventhe Freshmen, reminding us from
outlining its wide field of activities, the telephone booth, that come pestidazzling us with its trophies; the Men- lence, prosperity, or the passage of
del Club keepingabreastof the atomic years, freshmen will always be freshage in science; Hiyu Coolee, in a fit- men, and finally, the Sodality, quiet,
tingly nostalgic setting, bridging the complete, compelling, reflecting the
years in moving pictures; the Opera vibrant, ever-present awareness of
Guild, manifesting to eye and ear that Catholicism that alone lends meaning
SC has attained new heights in musi J and direction to all of the activities.
This then was Open House, the stucal productions; the AWSSC, striking
glowing
individual, personalized weldents'
dignity
with its
a note of quiet
silver service; the IK's serving notice come to the alumni. And who is to
through trophy and exhibit that they say which greeting was truly the best?
remain true to their purpose to serve;
Each one possessed its ownintrinsic
Tl ir Ski Club, virtually mirroring the value, with whichnone other couldbe
dazzling color and excitement that compared. At 11 o'clock the show was
nurtures this popular sport; the Soclean-up squad

ciology Club, unpretentiously reflecting its businesslike objective; the1
Forum Club, boasting its justly deserving High School Debate Tournament; the Sophomores depicting their
part in the annual Barn Dance festivities; the SCOTS, a newly formed or-

came
over, and the
Thursday
morning
the
classBy
on.

rooms were as they had always been.
Were it not for the impression left
behind, the whole thing might never
have been. That's why we want the
students at SC to know that we alumni
ganization, showing pre-war alumni saw, and understood, and appreciated.
College.
that today all points converge on SC; We are truly proud of Seattle
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CHEFS INVADE OREGON AND MONTANA
BRAVE TALK
By JIM HUGHES

CHAMPS STILL PLAYING
Cummins, Chieftain guard, is having a tough
(Pufty)
Bob
time with his weight since he returned from the service.
Bob started the season weighing 34 pounds over his former regular weight, which was around 190 pounds. This is
one of the major reasons
why the former Army captain and member of the 1944
Washington five, isn't startingfor SC this season. Twenty six year old Bob has
played more basketball than
any other Seattle College
player. He was a member of
the great 1940 Everett State
High School championship
team.
Daily) said
T fa t
Bill Bannack (editor of the UW
starting
five are
his column "Only three of the
As
Cummins,
still active in cage circles." SC's Bob "Moon"
Boody Gilbertson and WSC's "Tiny" Arndt.
in his old form
Coach Yandle hopes Cummins willbe back year
of college
for next year's squad as it is "Moon's" last
eligibility.
HEIGHTS OF GIANTS
scribes,
fans, and players are getting tired of the
Sports
players.
false dope on the weight and height of basketball
from
changes
weight
We can understand how the players' credibility
of how
season to season, but we question the
inches.
some of the giants grow or shrink a couple of
Swartz,
who was
center,
Jack
In regards to St. Martin's
in
foot
7
inches
newspapers,
6
the
billed as 6 foot 9 inches in
Lacey and
by
the
foot
8
inches
the game programs and 6
has ever
Olympia press, we are beginning to wonder if Swartz
Lacey
or does
down
at
been measured by athletic officials
everyone guess?
since
WSC's Vince Hanson's height has also come down
said
be 6
to
Vince
was
points.
he doesn't make so many
the
road
this
season
after
beginning
of
feet 7 inches at the
trip back east.
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SABBATINE TO CHIEFS SCALP IDAHO STATE HERE TONIGHT PORTLAND U.,
MONT. STATE
COACH CHIEF PACIFIC FIVE;
CHIEFS HOSTS
HIGH
SKI ARTISTS SPANGLER
The Seattle College ChiefSeattle Chiefs led all the
The

way

tains will make a road trip
down to Portland, Oregon,
meeting the strong Portland
University Pilots in a two-day
series beginning Thursday eve
at the Rose City's home court.

last Tuesday in a decisive 73-46 victory over the Seattle Pacific Falcons
from the Ballard district.
The Chieftains were never threatened as the Ballard five had to make
most of their shots from the middle
of the floor. Although SC ran the
score into the seventies, quite a few
set-ups were missed by the Broadway
and Madison quintet. Earl Spongier
gave the crowd quite a thrill by his
corkscrew shot.
Norm Willis was second to Spangler
in scoring and played a beautiful
game of checking along with big Dave
Blakley. The Falcons were lost when
their center, Leo Root, fouled out during the second half.
The IndianBraves took an easy win
over the Pacific Junior Varsity by a
"Sandy" Sabbatine, one of 45-40 score in the preliminary game.

Italy's most famous ski racers
and instructors, has been appointed to coach the Chieftain
ski team this season.
Sabbatine was a member of the
1936 Italian Olympic team and won
the Italian slalom championships in
1941. He Inter instructed in racing
technique and is one of the men responsible for the current high status
of Italian racers now in the Olympic
Games.
Jack Koenig, Chieftain ski director,
who recently announced the appointment, stated that the new coach has
been working out with the team on
weekends at Stevens Pass. At present
he is concentrating on the slalom, the
team's weaker spot. If all goes well
under Mr. Sabbatine, the Seattle College Chieftains should do well this
season.

Seattle (73)
Kose (6)

Blakley (9)
Sangler (19)
Willis (18).
llcmsen (2)

——

F
F
C<;

Pacific

This will be the first of a four-game
series with the Oregon lads; the other
two games will be played February
27 and 28.
Big guns for P.U. will be Center
Jackson Winters, 6 feet 4 inches, allcity colored boy fromRoosevelt High
in Portland; Fred Lee, 5 foot 5 inch

speedball and all-stater from Astoria
High, will be another hard man to
check from lh6 guard spot. Also Leo
Grosjacques, last year's high scorer,
will be out to show how he attained
the record.
Yandle will probably carry a 10inan squad for thePortland series.
On February 9 and10, theMontana
State Bobcats will play host to our
Chieftain cagers at Bozeman, Mon-

(46)

HoweJl (17)
Cochrane (4)
Root (10)

McGee (7)
Dohner (5)
edfciuist (11).
Seattle subs King (X). FI
Pacific subs Lerer. Koller, Burdict (.1).
G

tana.

SC FRESHMEN
FACE TACOMA

The Staters willprobably be one of
the toughest " teams that the Chiefs
will play this year. With former allstate stars like "Jumping" Joe Kelly,
ex-Butte Central star, who scored over
200 points last year at Wyoming University, and big, 6 foot 3 inch Boyd
Detonnicer, 200-pound forward, who
led the loop last year with his 346point total. The Copper Staters will
give the Chiefs a battle, especially as
they have the same type of fast break
system as SC.
The Bobcats play a rougher style
of ball than our boys which will be.
dangerous to Len's type of offensive

FRIDAY
QUINT
Seattle

College Braves
The
will meet the College of Puget
Sound Freshman and Fort
Lawton team Friday and Saturday nights in the preliminary games starting at 6 :30.
Saturday's game between Fort

Lawton and SC will be a tough one
for the Braves as the soldiers are the
only team to beat the UW Frosh
to date.This will be a true test of the
strengtli of our Freshman team in
comparison with other College frosh

Captain Norm Willis, high scoring Chieftain guard, will be out to stop
the highly touted Iduho State Teacher's squad tonight and tomorrow
night when the Staters invade the Chiefs home iourt. Preliminary game
will start at 6:30 both nights.

scoring.

IT
LET'S
SCHUSS
CHIEFS
DOWN
BRAVES
BEAT
PIEPER DOES
AGAIN
In a
edition of The Times
ALUMS, GOOD SHOW
article
about
there
Once
Paul
38-37;
Homecoming
Game
RANGER FIVE NARTU
Everyone agreed after last Tuesday's
SC. The sohas come
almost the
that the Alumni game was one of the best stunts seen around ciety editordid all
with the
CHIEFTAINS IN FOR 3RD WIN K. OF C. 36-33 but
This time he took secbehind
ond
SC in a longtime.
Jean of the
BEASLEY SAYS

recent
appeared an
Homecoming activities at
right
open
house, refreshments, coining together
pound- of the old grads and the usual round
The old Grads, despite their poor tickers and extra
that of activities. But such a prosaic event
game
middle), played a hard-fought

fives.

UPSET VICTORY
OVER ÜBC 48-42

age (around the
as a basketball game was far beyond
provided many a laugh for both old and young. Highlight of her ken. However, she did her best to
'27),
(Class of
the night was 258-pound, Granville Egan,
give this a fashionable turn by listing
VANCOUVER, B. C, Jan. 24.our opponents as "St. Martin's Semibouncingplayers off his tummy.
Last Friday and Saturday evenings in
narians". Yoo Hooo, Rangers!
Vancouver, Canada, the Chiefs split
ATTENTION COACH YANDLE
There was a collegiate tang about a two-game series with the ÜBC
Credit should go to Bob Smith, Alumni Secretary, who the game which makes it outstanding Thunderbirds. Out to avenge an
arranged thehalftime feature. Chieftain followers hope this for the year.The alumni put on a good earlier double defeat at the hands of
show with their half-time game, the the speedy Vancouver five, the Yandle
tradition will be continued next year.
awardingof prizes for thebest exhibit men were turned back 63-54, but
Open Letter to Coach Len Yandle :
was
cheered with zest and for the clinched their third victory of the
what has
Not wishing to be too inquisitive, Coach, but Carmody,
first time our opponents brought along season the following evening by a
"
a cheering section.The speeches were 49-42 score.
happened to last year's ski team letters? Fr.
you few and brief and the game was a
had
them
but
thought
Board,
we
of
the
Athletic
night
member
In the first
action the maroon
O.
Rangers haven't been and white were behind all the way,
has
X.'d
thriller.
The
club
nothing
The
Lettermen's
about
it.
have done
able to hit the win column in the
them and also thought we had them.
Winco League but for all that it is a
SC,
and
good
of old
After all, Coach, we are skiing for the
good team. The Chieftains will have
this
we think that we deserve last year's letters as much as
to be on their game to win at Lacey.
Our yell king is eager to lead his
year How about some immediate action, now!
cheering section into fields afar.
Chieftain Ski Team.
Would seem that the return game
COACHING VS. ALL-STARS
with the Rangers is his sole opportunTeamwork won again over individual stars last Friday ity to invade the hinterlands. All other
in a game between our Freshman team and the Knights of games are too far distant.
played The Rangers were evidently imColumbus. The Frosh, 50 per cent of whom never
For the Harpressed by our court
high school ball, beat an aggregation of former college and mon brothers Howie White and many
high school stars who had, on an average, three years play- other ex-Martians it was a case of
ing experience over the younger and less experienced Braves. divided allegiance.
Why Didn't He Join the Hiyus?
Coach Fenton is mighty proud of his charges because as
plays
savy
and
intricate
came upon a clipping dating
together
work
Just
"They
can
Bill puts it,
fromlast summer in which a Chicagothat you couldn't teach high school players."
an lists a —mild complaint about the
INDIAN LORE
Northwest what is advertised and

...

Two St. Martin's players were overheard saying that they would like
The
to attend SC after looking at the cute coeds from Campion Hall
Imagine!
white
streamers
gay
in
its
maroon
and
gym looked beautiful
Berkeley High
Both Chuck Hanger and Don Barksdale of California went to
Kavet,
Dick
ski team
on
the
team
at the same time, yet neither was
member, will be back on the hickories soon, after only spraining his ankle,
Ballard High has Eddie
not breaking it like the newspapers said.
Norm Willis
Svendsen but Garfield has the better all around team.
turned 23 the other day and raised the age of the starting five to 21
IRISH &ITALIANS-Like N.D.in football, theItalian names are absent from
their entry in the Northwest League. If names like Anderson, Andersen, McMillan, Northey, Wheat, Hager and Lager are Italians, I'll eat my scoreThe St.
book. In fact, Ican't find an Italian name on the squad! !
pulled
on
them
the
trick
the
forget
will
never
Jesuits
Edwards seminarians
a few weeks ago when they met what was thought to be, an all-Jesuit football team. But Lo and Behold, who turned up in disguise as Jebe scholastics,

.
.....

...
. . . . ..

...

...

none other than Messrs. Dick Ottele, Brooks Biddle, Bill McCovern, Dimitri
Tadich, Gordy Berlin, Fred Provo and Dick Hagen. They are still talkSix women skiers answered
ing about the "hoax" out at the Seminary.
Cal Druxman's challenge that Seattle College women were afraid to enter
Class C races
Jack Koenig can still beat his younger charges as* eviKen Anderson,
denced by his 40.1 time last weekend at Stevens Pass
Chief ski jumper, showed how he can play drums by his appearance durSC will be traveling south next
ing the Homecoming's Open House
year to complete the home and home series with San Jose State. Negotiations are under way to meet either St. Mary's or Loyola on the California trip.
The recent car caraSanta Clara will also be on the return game list
van to Portlandhas been called off but quite a few fans plan to drive down
Don Wood, ex-Chieftain maple player, is a big
for the two day series
hit over at WSC in a recent starring role in one of the Cow College's dramLome Denton, last year's tennis captain, broke his
atic productions
wrist but hopes to be in shape by spring time.

...

...

...

.. .

...

...

.. .

what is found.
Mr.Partee says in part, "I came out
here to see if Icould find my way into
have so
some of the beautiful scenes I
often admired in various publications.
Iwant to say that there is no more
beautiful country on earth. But we
came out here with the impression
that we could find plentiful places to
camp, fish and picnic without being
forced into a resort or some sort of
commercialized area.In this we were
greatly disappointed. We drove for
miles along Hood Canal and Puget
Sound and we visited numerous lakes,
but always found the desirable approaches commercialized or otherwise
inaccessible. I talked to numerous
other travelers and they all told me
the same story."
Could be that they were the victims
of phoney advertising. But there are
abundant mountain lakes-Snow, Annette, Pratt, Melakwa, Bear, Canyon
and a dozen others but to reach them
you must hit the trail. The cozy comfort of a car will bring you to a resort
but never to such gems as the above

lakes. They are protected by high
ridges, concealed by shoulders and
therefore are glimpsedby only those
who take to the trail.

The Chieftaincasaba squad will be

out for the St. Martin's Ranger'sscalp
again when they meet the Benedictine
college boys Monday night at Lacey,
Washington, in the second game of

the series.

The Chiefs beat the X-men in their
Homecoming game last weekend before a near capacity alumni and stu-

dent crowd, 59-49.
Although the victory broke a fivegame losing streak for SC, the Yandlenien played one of their sloppiest
games to date.
Bill Hausmann, St. Martin's leading
scorer, was benched during the contest as a resultof a floor burn during
practice, but will be back at his starting post when the Chiefs meet the
Rangers on their home court.
■Big Dave Blakley,Rusty King and
Norm Willis led the scoring for the
Chieftain squad, each scoring 13
points. ForwardJim Powers and Dean
Dion helped the Ranger cause with
10 and 13 points.
Earl Spangler held 6 foot 8 inch
Jack Swartz, Martin center, down to
;i low 7 points.
St. Martin's
Seattle College
Dion (10)
F
Blakley (13)
F
Powers (13)
King (13)
C
Swartz (7)
Spangler (9)
Fuch (6)
G
Spiedel (5)
G
Bochdt (11)
Willis (13)
Subs: SC— Hedequist 2, Cummins 4,
Rose, Harming, Hermsen, Smith.
lagging 34-24 at thehalf. The Chiefs
Subs: St. Martin's-O'Neill, Derry,
were penetrating the Thunderbirds Boesen 2, McNally.
defense but failed to get their shooting eye. Vancouver guard McCeer led
the scorers with fourteen tallies.
Willis, Speidel and Spangler with 13,
11 and 10 respectively kept the home
towners in the game.
The Saturday night victory saw the
Chiefs play a good floor game and hit
The U. of W. FroshSki Team edged
their percentage of shots. Excellent
Frosh-Soph Team at
pivot work by Earl Spangler and con- out the Chiefs
on January 18th. Score:
Stevens
Pass
sistently fine passing by the entire
of W. 81; S. C. 69.'
squad was the key to the second half U.High
man for the Huskies was capoffensive success whenSeattle College
tain
Horning, who has been a
Ed
came from behind a 22-21 half-time
throughout the U. S. for
A
Class
skier
score. Norm Willis continuedhis reHorning walked away
years.
many
recent scoring splurge with a high 18with both the downhill slalom with
point total to lead all scorers.
(63) winning times of 54.1 and 54.2 reSeattle College (54) Vancouver
Kermode (10) spectively.
Blakley (3)
F
King (3)
X
Haas (9
Trailing Horning in the downhill
Spangler (10)
Munro (7
C
Speidel (11)
G
Mitchell (1
(i
Campbell (8 was captain Paul Pieper of the Chiefs
Willis (13)
Seattle subs- Rose (0), Hedquist (1), witht a time of 58.2, followed by Don
Manning (6), Smith
— (6), Hermsen.
Monroe,
Vancouver subs McGeer (14), Forayth Utley, U. of W., and Jim
(1), Bell (3), Starr (4), Stevenson (6),
slalom, Jack Tangney
S.
C.
In
the
Selnian (0), McLean.
Vancouver (42) came in second best for the Chiefs
Seattle College (49)
F
McGeer (13)
Blakley (4)
King (1)
V
Kermode (10)
with a time of 58.5, trailed by Don
Haas (8) Utley and Tom Martin, U. of W.
Spangler (12)
C
(0)
(18)
G
Munro
Willis
5
Speidel (7) —
Mitchell (6)
A second race between the two
Seattle subs Manning, Hedquist, Rose
teams later on in the session will in(7), Hermsen, Smith.
Vancouver «üb§— Bell (1). Campbell (4),
jumping and downhill.
Forsyth, Selman, McLean, Stevenson, Starr, clude

IT
again Captain
Pieper
through
topat
not quite.
Ralph
place
The Seattle College Braves (Frosh) Penguins in the Stevens Standard last
last Friday afternoon took the highly weekend. Pieper lost out by threerated Knights of Columbus team, tenths of a second on the winning
coached by Tommy Ryan, formerly time of :36.0 in the giant slalom.
varsity mentor at SC, for the second
Other Chieftains in the Class B
straight time this season by a 36-33 race finished as follows: 13th, Jack
score.
Koenig; 18th, Jack Tangney; 20th, Art
The Frosh led all the way in a Donahue; 22nd, LelandCrabtree, and

roughly played first half which ended 23rd, Scott Smith.
with a 15-12 Frosh edge. But the

Knights, led by former Prep and
ODea stars, closed the gap twice in
the second half and went ahead by
four points at one time. The taller

Freshman squad dominated the back-

boards from the more experienced
K.C. sqifad.

Individual performances of the
Braves were Tony Mladineo's 11
points. Dean Peterson's fine pivot
play and Jim Whittaker's ■ excellent
backboard work. Bill Chesier, ex-JV
and ODea high point star, led the
X.C.'s with a 16-point total, followed
by Dick Coover's eight and Ned McIvevr (ex-arsity guard from last year's
Chieftain squad) five points.
Box Score of Came
ft tp K. of C.
fff ft
1 3 Solars, f
0 0
1 9 McVay, f... 0 0
3 9 Doron, c
0 0
5 11 Mclver, g.... 0 1
1 3 Coover, g
4 0

SC Frosh fg
Powell, f
1
Whittaker, f 4
Peterson, c.. 3
Mladinen. g.. .1
Kicld, k
1
Wh'tkr, I. fc 0
Theros, g
0
Total

tp

0

0

0
1
8
0 0 Boner, g
1 1 3
4 8 16
1 1 Chester, f
Mclver, N, g I 3 5

"

...12 13 36 Total

10 13 33

The Naval Air Reserve Training
Unit from Sand Point was edgedby
Seattle College's fast-improvingFreshman squad in a 38-37 game last Thursday at the NARTU's home court (S.P.
Naval Base).
Al Powell, new addition to the

HUSKY FROSH
the Brave invaders with
SKIERS DOWN Mladineo'sled closely
followed by Tony
for the
department. Bill
CHIEF FROSH the
Braves,
nine points
in

eight
SC scoring

high scoring

(Continued on Page Four)

Class C results for theSC snowfliers
were: 4th, Whalen Burke; 14th, Dick
Adams; 16th, John Floyd; 21st, Dick
Foley; 22nd, Don Barovic 30th, Berne
Biteman.
And in the girls' Class C, Virginia
Schwaegler placed sth; Margie Car-

lisle, 7th; Pat Schwaegler, 9th. Congrats, girls, for entering the race and
doing as well as you did.
RAFFLE TIME AGAIN

Once again it Is raffle timeat Seattle
College as the Chieftain ski team prepares for its second annual donation
raffle, with tickets going on sale February 4.
It seems that the ski team is not
allocated quite enough money for the
season and seeing as how YOU would
like to have a ski team it is up to YOU
to donate to this cause. In two major
ski meets this season the boys have
come home with four trophies and
no other sport in SC can make a boast
anywherenear that.It costs quite a bit
of money to run a ski team and send
them to those different meets and so
we need a little more cash.
Several prizes will be offered in
the formof ski equipment, from a pair
of skis on down to a pair of ski mitts.
However, you will have to watch the
bulletin board for further notice. The
drawing will be held on March 5
at the Forelaufer Ski Club get-to-

—

gether.

(Continued on Pagre Four)

INTRAMURAL NOTES

—TOM SHEEHAN

The fist crucial game of the intramural casaba league season was played
last Tuesday afternoon as Ray
O'Leary's Bells and Vie Urich's
Clowns, "A" Division pre-season favorites, clashed. Sparked by Al Flynn
and Vie Urich, the more experienced
Clowns grabbed an early lead and
held it, going away in the final quarter, with the final score being 28-19.
In the "B" League, Captain Piro's
Swisher quintet has become the talk
of the division. To date they have won
four straight games, the last three by
very close margins. The Ball Hawks
were defeated 38-36, the Hot Shots
34-33 and Monday, McHugh Hall fell

23-22. Little Piro has rolled up 50
points in the four ball games, his high
game being 21 points against the Ball
Hawks.
The Corkers and Smith Hall continued along the undefeated path as
they trimmedVets Hall 27-18 and the
Rangers 28-11. Anderson, Haley and
McCarthy havecarried the main scoring punch in the Corkers' two victories, while Kelly and Murphy top the
Smith Hall scorers.
The Rockets also remained unbeaten as they thumped McHugh Hall 2717 and the Ramblers 44-18.
The Thunderbirds won their third
(Continued on Page Four)
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Senior Mardi Gras
To Be Gala Affair
Before Lent,Feb.6

FALL

QUARTER

Aines, Robert
Austin, Martin G.

season.

Blanchard, Sr. Anne Louise

,

Bammart, Vincent

Berling, Walter

As it is a masquerade event in the
true tradition of New Orleans, costumes and masks will be the accepted
attire. Nothing sumptuous is required,
stated the co-chairmen, ValeriaKempf
and Dick Reid, "but it is to be,remembered that originality counts in
the awarding of the prizes."

Bonnington,

H.

Donald Jo

Joseph W.
Campbell, Claris
Chalfa, Donna Marie
Chalfa, Dulcie Mac
Butts,

Each school hall and organization
Members of the Senior Class who arc working towards making their
has been urged to originate special
dance, the Mardi Gras, a social success are (left to right): Jim Daly,
themes for their costumes, and the
Marcie Mooney, Valeria Kempf, Dick Read and John Roller.
one judged the best will be awarded
a cash prize. Three other prizes are
also being offered for the most original
individual costumes.
Since this event is not a "barn
dance",jeans and plaid shirts are not
the usual costume, but those demanding more finesse or originality arepre-TONY MLADINEO
ferred. Hill-billy costumes may be Forty-five Scrollites attended the
"McHugh Hall Mortuary" was the
worn, but are not required. Variety Scroll annual banquet held at ' the
novel title administered to McHugh
is the order of the evening with as Roosevelt Hotel January 22.
Hall during the annual Homecoming
large a range of costumes as possible:
Among the charter members present Week. This name was only a part of
coolees, pirates, swagmen, Creoles,
were
Janet Granger Bannon, the the unique display which merited for
Spaniards, ballerinas, Hawaiians, jestfirst president, who made an McHugh the gold trophy cup for the
club's
ers and downs.
speech. Mrs. Bannon
introductory
most outstanding exhibit in the conMasks will be given out free with
said
the
Scroll
was formed as a hon- test for outdoor Homecoming displays.
merryeach ticket purchased, but
orary service organization which gave
The feature of the exhibit wa» a
makers are urged by the committee- recognition
to girls who were active black coffin, occupied by a skeleton,
men to invent their own face covering
in schoolaffairs andmaintained a high
to assure the maximum of variety and scholastic standing. Mary Powers symbolizing the St. Martin's Rangers,
opponents to the Chieftains for the
cleverness to masquerading. Confetti
and Jeanne Testu Works were Homecoming game. Guarding the cofand favors will heighten the extrava- Julian
also charter members.
fin on either side were lighted canganza and horns and whistles are alThe class of 1939-1940 was repre- dles, while over the coffin was a green
lowed.
Greisen, canopy decorated with somber, black,
Tickets will be available Monday, sented by Rosemary Smith
and
Nadine
Germer
March
Gub- crepe paper.
Betty
February 2, and they may be purBegley.
bins
Encircling the aforementioned was
of
the
Liblobby
chased in the main
The 1940-41 group was composed a large array of flowers. Completing
eral Arts Building. Seniors, also, will
signs
be selling them throughout the week. of Mary Doherty Yagle, LorraynA the idea were a large number of
Dancing will occur from 9:00 to Eiien Ruoff, Nora Deavy Thoensen relating the special significance of
the exhibit.
12:00 at the Senator Ballroom to the and Bettie Kumhera Smith.
by
Archie
represented
Mary
of
An ad in one of the daily news1941
was
arrangements
orchestrial
Abernathy McKillop, Mary Ellen papers, along with printed cards, told
Kyle.
Beyer, Ruth Brand Johnson and Flor- of the new mortuary and aided in
McHugh acquiring the prize.
ida Perri Corrigan.
Credit for the theme must be given
Inithe 1942-43 group was Bernice
Daigle,Mary
Bertha
Gleason
to
Gaffney,
Jim Renkil, while plaudits for their
—Evelyn Ernsdorf |
Katona,
(the
Eberharter
tireless
work to erect the display must
McCoy
Joe
in
Pledge"),
Layman,
Bechtol, newly elected
go
season
"Eternal
Lee
Clark
Glen
busy
to
Claus
had
a
Santa
the success department over the holi- Louise Smyth Read and Adele Camp- president, John McDonough, Jack
McMahon, and Steve Twohy.
days. December 27 seems to have re- bell Ward.
Members of the Hall have entered
From the 1943-44 group was Kit
placed June in popularity for weddings at Seattle College as five couples Eisen McGarry, Margaret Slessman, into full swing of practicing for the
intramural basketball team. With such
Betty Wright and Jeanne Tangney.
ascendedthe altar on that day.
The class of '44-45 was composed stalwarts as Bill Short, Del Sherman
McKAY-CLARK
of PatriciaLodvinMcGrath and Marie and Ed Monroe, members of the fireVirginia Clark and Jim McKay were Yourglich.
ball outfit anticipate placing in the
married in St. Theresa's Church and
Colleen
Eschbach,
upper half of the league.
Marie
Jeanne
are now living in Seattle. Virginia Floyd, Cathleen Hanley, Joanne
is a graduate of the College and Jim O'Neill, Pat Travers and Marguerite
will receive his Bachelor of Science LaVoy represented the 1945-46
-BETTY ALLEN
in Mathematics this spring.
Campion Hall has made its official
Scroll.
HARRISON-STEVENSO N
The '46-47 members present were debut as the newest SC Hall for
St. Teresa's Church was also the Virginia Clark McKay, Dorothy Klin- women,
scene of the wedding of Mary Steven- gele and Laura Ellis.
On Thursday night, January 8, the
son and HarmonHarrison. The bride
The '47-'4B Silver Scroll was in first fireside was held. Dancing to
was graduated in 1947 and the groom complete representation.The members records from the collection of "Louie"
formerly attended Seattle College. are Geraldine Cruickshank ALnstrom, Abshireand singing to the accompaniThey are now living in St. Louis, Patricia Collins, Evelyn Ernsdroff, ment of Maestros Madeline Mahoney
Missouri, wherehe is attending medi- Catherine Gibbons, Valeria Kempf, and "Honey" Crollard were entertaincal school.
Nora Jean Murray and Mercedes Si- ment for the evening. Lillian Kopp
TULLY-SPELLMAN
derius.Mrs. Marie Leonardsaid a few andMadeline Mahoney were in charge
of refreshments.
Mary Spellman, a 1947 graduate, words of greeting to the members.
Marion "Mike" Jaeger and Betty
was married to Gene Tully. The
The alumni were welcomed by
young couple now reside in Omaha, President Nora Jean Murray. Each Allen are co-chairmen in charge of
Nebraska, where the groom is a law member then introduced herself and arrangements for a party to be held
student at Creighton University.
toldwhat she was doing at the present Saturday night, January 31.
Charlotte Helbling was chairman
time.
BURKE-REHBAHN
of
the committee which planned the
27
were
Also married on December
hall's decoration for Homecoming. The
Mickie Rehbahn and Al Burke. Their
display centered around a large figure
wedding took place at St. Benedict's
of an Indian in a basketball suit repChurch. The bride is now attending
Female
Wanted
the SC Chiefs. The slogan
resenting
former
stuthe College and he was a
Full Time
used was "SC 'Em Win."
dent here.
Stenographer— 4o hour week
The officers of the Hall are presiFORD-BAIRD
dent,
Mary Ellen Whelan from Spoper
month.
Salary-$l7O
Ray
Ford were
Mary Rae Baird and
vice president, Madeline Maposition
kane;
permanent
This
will
be
and
married in St. Joseph's Rectory. He
pleasant.
honey
from Klamath Falls, Oregon;
is at present attending school here.
secretary-treasurer, Mary Kopp from
Male
CURNOW-MURRAY
Pendleton, Oregon.
Full Time
Eugene Curnow, pre-medical stuOffice Manager— 4o hour week.
dent at Seattle College, was married
Knowledgeof typing and bookkeepto GlenoraMurray on January 9,1948. ing helpful; training also in personnel
The ceremony was held in the Uni- work.
(Continued from Page Three)
versity Lutheran Church.
SNOW BALLS
Salary-open.
JOHNSON-KAUFER
A new group recently formed by
Men or Women
January 17 was the date of the marPart Time
(Scarlet) Richards of Sarazin
Joanne
riage of Betty Ann Kaufer, a former
Hall is the "Orderof the Royal SchussDirect selling.
student here, and Francis Johnson.
er," which means "For Lodge Skiers
Liberal commissions.
They were married in St. Joseph's
Car required.
Thank you, Doreen Briggs,
Only"
Church.
No peddling or soliciting.
and hello good people of Portland.
DEIGNAN-DUGGAN
Doreen clips out all ski stories from
Mary Patricia Duggan and Michael
the Spec and mails them to all of her
J. Deignan weremarriedlast Wednes- PEANUTS POPCORN friends at home so they can see what
day. She is a Seattle College gradua progressing institution and excellent
CANDY
ate andhe is now attending school.
ski club and team we have here
"Johnny the Popcorn Man" Two new ski romances have bloomed
recently between Lee Crabtree and
At the Corner of the College
Mary Clark, and also between Bill
Talbot (U. of W. ski team) and Vira Specialty
ginia Schwaegler
Sorry, girls,
"The Best in
about the unkind things Ihave said
30 Cents a Page
about your skiing, but it was the only
CURRENT HIT PARADE TUNES way Iknew to get your dander up
enough so that you would race
CLASSIC JAZZ
Sabbutine, the new ski coach,
Sandy
SYMPHONY
Pages
Seven
900
OPERATIC
is really one of the best around. If
$1.00
FOLK MUSIC the fellows and gab hang around him
MICHAEL P. SCHULLER Fifth Aye. Record Shop for awhile Iwouldn't be a bit surprised if they could learnhow to race
KEnwood 4077
(Near Fifth Avenue Theater)
so well that they take first every time

SILVER SCROLL
ANNUAL DINNER

WELLATTENDED

Divorky, Charles E.

Dung,

Gagnon, Sr.

...

.. .

Thesis Typing

...

Recorded Music"

...

Nadeau, Nancy
Nagamine, Shizuko

Nakamoto, Charlotte
Nickerson, Ellen
O'Brien, Julie
Papac,Rose
Pembrooke, Raymond A.
Piggott, William
Powers, Nan T.
Raitano, Edward H.

Galloway, Wax W.
Gantz, Leonard J.
Gilmore, Robert T.
Ginet, Sr. Miriam Angela
Gordon, David N.

.

Raymaker, Richard M.
Reid, Robert G.
Riley, Daniel P.

Donald E.
Graisy, Edward L.

Graham,

Lillian

Guy, Betty B.
Harringtfcn,

Hartman,

John F.

Jean P.

Harvey, John A.
Hawk, James

Henriot, Jeanne
Hoffman, Rosalia A.

Jacobson, James E.
Jacobson, Robert H.
John, Cecilia
Johnson, Howard T.
Johnson, Jo Jamette
Johnson, Lucille M.
Johnson, Lovette
Juberg, Roy E.

Smith, Walter V.
Spencer, Sr. Miriam
Spiers, Edward H.
Styer, Eugene F.

Swift, Robert P.
Talevich, John R.
Tolias, Christto T.

Kauzlarich, Emerick M.
Klansnic, James E.
Koehner, James D.

J.

Kresge," Howard

Coed's Column

Smcdvig, Magne

Kamachi, Sr. Ann Teresa

Kohl, Michael

...

Royal, Robert F.
Russell, Walter J.
Sammann, David H.
Sample, Meribeth
Sandboe, Arthur H.
Sauerbrey, Alfred W.
Schneider, Robert C.
Schuler, Charles J.
Schultz, Leo D.
Sherwood, Clyde M.
Shiim, Beverly M.

Granberg, Neal A.
Gustin,

—

O'Neill, Elaine C.
O'Neill, Donald S.

Marcelle O.

Galbraith, Charles
Cales, Carmen K.

WEDDINGS

LETS SCHUSS IT

William

Erickson, Doris E.
Ernsdorff, Evelyn V.
Fisher, William J.
Fleishmann, Lawrence A.
Forte, Dennis

McHUGH

HELPWANTED

Cecelia J.

Drennan, Henry T.
DuMont, Sr. Rose Ann

SIDELIGHTS

CAMPION

McDonough, Francis M.
Mccc, Carmen
McNiiughton, Stanley O.
McNulty, Joseph E.
Menard, Sr. Ernest
Miller, James A.
Moe, Lawrence F.
Molzahn, Kenneth
Morgan, Patricia
Mowry, Catherine

Chubb, Herchel R.
Davis, John A.
Dever, George N.

M-V-C-S-B

Imt it is not practical because of financial expense. The more we give the
more we'll be expected to give. Send
them some tractors and plows, andput
them to work.
Mary Rose Morgan (Frosh— Soc.)
Becausa it will aid the millions of unfortunate victims of war, and possibly
stave off ftitiirc conflicts, Ihighly
endorse the Marshall Plan. This proposal will strengthen our nation's
credit as well as proffer future securtion.
Gus Allen (Junior-Pol. Sci.) No, ity for the world.
becaue if we become the sole enforcDolores Hohensinner (Frosh— Preing agent of economic aid to Europe, Maj.) Definitely. There is need for
we will be setting ourselves up as some type of European recoveryplan;
God's gift to the universe. Ibelieve whether or not the Marshall Plan Is
we should give Europe economic aid. the solution to this problem, I'm not
but only through the agency of the quite sure.' Russia must be kept from
taking over the frustrated people of
U. N.I
Mary Taylor (Frosh-Lab. Tech.) I Europe. IF the Marshall Plan would
believe that the Marshall Plan could accomplish this and build up these
and should be effective, but Idoubt nations, Iam for it! However, if the
very much that the Communistic plan fails,Russia will come right in on
our heels using the failure to its adpower will tolerate it.
Michael Alfieri (Junior Pre-Law) vantage.
The Marshall Plan should be adopted Mike Mahoney (Soph.— Chem. Eng.)
but with certain conditions: (a) accom- In theory the Plan seems to be one
panied with spiritual and educational very wonderfulsolution to the present
rebuilding (b) strict managemenet of problems of the world— in regard to
economical factors both abroad and the probabilityof such a plan actually
working, the thinking people of every
at home.
Kathleen LaFortune (Senior-Educ.) nation are in doubt. My one regret is
do not believethat the Plan will that every American cannot be made
No, I
achieve the ends whichit proposes to to realize the utter futuility of war
uphold. If we work to combat Com- if for this reason only, we must realize
munismby feeding the starving people that either this plan will work or we
of Europe, there are other means will again face another world war.
which are more efficient and lasting. What to few citizens of this country
Jack Thompson(Junior-Bus. Adm.) can visualize is that, unless we get
To be effective, the Marshall Plan behind this or some more workable
must be accepted by the European plan the very liberty wepride so highcountries only as temporary aid. With- ly will be forever forfeited.
out their cooperation, it will merely
result in a "rat-hole" policy disastrous
to ALL the countries of the world.
Strikes and warfare can'tbe represen-VIRGINIA MASSART
tative of good faith in such a plan.
The women students have purHelen Jean Eidsvick (Frosh— Eng.)
Ifavor the Marshall Plan not only as chased a silver service set which they
an aid to Europe but as an aid to presented to the faculty. It is a lovely
our security. People cannot and will set and a gift the AWSSC is proud to
not work for world peace if they art' present. Purchased in time for the
starving, and it is necessary for all Homecoming, it was displayed along
people to cooperate for a lasting with the Scrapbook at the Open

Donald Bilodeau (Soph.-Poli. Sci.)
Ithink that the Marshall Plan should
be adopted because it will help to
bring about an economic stabilization
of Europe. The plan is designed primarily as a close and careful analysis
of the maladjustment which has resulted from the war, and on examination of what the participating countries
c'iin do for themselves and for each
other to work toward a lasting solu-

Mardcsich, Joseph
Marx, John J.
Massart, Virginia
Maxwell, Thomas E.
McAteer, Jeanne M.
McDevitt, Patrick J.

J.

Buck, Thomas M.

Champreux,

The question— "DO YOU THINK THAT THE MARSHALL PLAN SHOULD BE ACCEPTED BY THE UNITED
NATIIONS" has received many varied comments from the
students at S. C. Here are a few that your reporter has
gathered.

Lonergan, Charles R.
Lyons, Thomas L.
Mahoney,Madeline
Maloney, Patrick
Manley,Elvira R.
Mapes, Dicksie L.

Barber, Arthur E.
Beaudet, Thomas J.

of the school year. Friday, February
6, will be the date for this function,
which will close the pre-Lenten social

Word^or"

By Dick Patten

The following students have received a 3.5 grade average and
and above for the Fall Quarter. Any student taking ten hours or more
is eligible for the honor roll.

By BETTY ANN LONERGAN
Seniors will play host to merryMakers ;il the traditional Mardi Gras
Mixer, one of the outstanding frolics

General Typing

The Students Speak

HONOR ROLL

Triggs, Patrick B.

Tronca, William F.
Uchida, Henry S.

I

Larsen, Herbert L.

Wilkinson, PatriciaE.
Wood, Kenneth J.

Lauritzen, Ruth
Legrand, Francis E.
Lindgren, Edward W.

Yamada, Kenji

"WHO'S WHO"

IntramuralNotes

—

(Continuedfrom Pagre One)

(Continued from Page Three)
member of the straight game Tuesday, although they
Alpha Epsllon Delta and Alpha missed former varsity man Gordy DaSigma Nu and the Intercollegiate vidson, when they outscored AED 31Knights.
18. Vena was high scorer with 14
Ernsdorff, Evelyn Viola (English points.
Literature major) co-chairman of
Rangers, 26; Corkers 30.
AWSSC Valentine. Tolo '47; coBells, 25; Wrecks, 21.
chairman for Sadie Hawkins for
Bells, 31; Specs, 17.
Thunderbirds,56; Ramblers, 25.
"47; Spectator reporter; the Silver
Scroll.
Rangers, 11; Smith, 28.
Gibbons, Catherine Anne (PreAED, 20; Ball Hawks, 24.
Corkers, 27; Vets, 18.
Medical major) Uainma Sigma Alpha president; Spectator columnist;
Vets, 22; Rangers, 12.
Silver Scroll; co-chairman for
Specs, 25; Vets, 37.
Sadie Hawkins of '47; Hiyu Coulee The ten leading individual scorers
secretary '47-'4B.
in the first 23 games were as follows:
Holt, Fred Ennis (Chemistry ma- Name Team
G.
Pts.
jor)
'46-47 ASSC student body Piro, Swishers
4
50
president; Tourney '46-47; 8.8.8. Vena, Thunderbirds
40
3
Daly, James Edward (Engineer- Davidson, Thunderbirds
2
38
ing major) Active member of En- Flynn, Clowns
3
36
27
gineers ICub and Alpha Sigma Nu Urieh, Clowns
3

Medical major)

—

—

—

—

member.

—

Kempf, Valeria (Sociology major)
Silver Scroll; Sociology Club
president and Spectator feature
writer.
Spier*, Edward Howard (English
major)— Active student In English

Vaughn, AED

Jasperse, Vets AllStars
Miller, Thunderbirds
McNeil, Clowns

Maske, Ball Hawks
A Division

Clowns
Smith H^l
Reid, Robert George (Biology ma- Corkers
jor)— President of Engineer's club. Bells
Glassy, John Richard (Biology Vets
—
major) President of Mendel Club. Wrecks
department.

:

—

Muyllaert, Rami (Engineering Rangers
major) Active member of the En- Specs
gineers Club and Alpha Sigma Nu

3
4
3
3
3

26
26
24
24
22

3
2
2
2
2
2
0
0

"B" Division
4
Swishers
member.
Those students who were listed Thunderbirds
3
last year and who are now Seniors Rockets
3
are Virginia Clark, Nora Jean Mur- Ball Hawks
1
ray, Michael Hoffman, Nace Mc- McHugh
1
Hugh, James McKay, John Powers, McHugh
1
Richard Read, and Joseph Schnie- Hot Shots
0
der. They will also be listed in Ramblers
0
Who's Who this year.
0
A.E.D

5-Point Cleaners
"Just Down From the

NOTICE!

—

1112 Broadway

Chieftain"

SHIRTS LAUNDERED

—
(In today

—

peace.

Wagner, Carl M.
Wilhelm, Margaret Ann

out tomorrow)

PRoipecr 4112

0
0
0

1
2
2
3
3
0
0
0
2
2
2
3
3

House.

The Scrapbook is an innovation the
Robert Breskovich (Senior Econ.)
would like to make traAssociation
passed
by
The Marshall Plan will be
Congress in the Spring. Appropria- ditional. It includes clippings from
tions willbe approximatelyfive billion the Spectator and other newspapers,
dollars. The money will bedistributed programs or ticket from dances sponthrough a government agency in the sored by the AWSSC and various
form of goods to foreign nations, mementoes of women's activities.
We are grateful to Geraldine Ahnrather than money credit. The effecstrom
for her work on the decorations
A
of
the
Plan
is
doubtful.
tiveness
blundering foreign policy in the past for the display.
Women students are requested to
and wasteful appropriations of money
havelost this nation tremendous pres- take notice of the bulletin board in
tige. As the Marshall Plan may be— the lounge. Pertinent information and
announcements are placed on this
Ithink it's-"too little, too late."
board
and we suggest you read it each
(Senior—
Mooney
Mnrcie
History) I
think that the United Nations should day.
AWSSC lenten activities will again
accept the Marshall Plan because the
United States wants foreign markets include the card parties which are usfor her trade.These markets must have ually held at the girls' halls. Further
the opportunity to build up their re- particulars will be announced Monsources and thus pay us and keep our day, March 5.
Fashion Notes— Despite the objecforeign trade going.
Paul Squier (Junior-For. Tr.) The tion of many of the male contingent
MarshallPlan is a gooddeal in theory, at SC, that New Look among coeds
is still much in evidence. Long,
straight skirts are still popular, with
the full-skirted ballerina giving them
much competition. Gibsongirl blouses
(Continued from Page Three)
give that New
Tarwater was high for Sand Point and ties are present to
Angora sweaters
Look
an
"old
look".
with his 13 points taking high honors
seem to bemuch in favor and wehave
for both teams.
The College Frosh had to come seen several in beautifulpastelshades.
And, of course, discussionof the new
from behind a 22-11 half-time lead to
look
must include the long flare-back
squeak by with theirnarrow one-point
coats,
and the brilliantly colored
Kidd,
victory. Al
recent returnee from
complement them so
the sick list, helped set up the win- scarfs which
nicely. And that, as the fashion editors
ning baskets for the Braves.
say, is what the well-dressed coed is
tg ft «i
SC Frosh
NRTU

Freshman Team

Powell, (..... 4
Whittaker, f 2
Peterson, c. 2
Mladineo, g.. 4
Kidd, g
3
Wh'tkr, f-c.. 0
Theros, g-- 1
Sharp, g-f.... 2

Total

1 9 Fisher, f
4
1 5 Wallace, f.... 1
0 4 Dittrick, c... 2
0 8 Tarwater, g.. 6
0 6 Emmons, g... 2
0
0 0 Pelkey, g
0 2 Barich, (
2
0 4 Hayes, {"».... 1

18 2 38| Total

0 I wearing.
0 ;
1 i
Any notes, news, or
0 1."

0
0
0
0
18 1 3!

Peter Pan Florists
Artistic Corsages
Our Specialty
Bring this ad to Peter Pan Floral
Shop for the purchase of your next
corsage. It will save you money.

1340 E.Madison Ca. 7917

HAMBURGERS

chatter for this
column will be gratefully acceptedby
I
this reporter.'
i
I
Don't forget thenext AWSSC meeting.

Club Cleaners
Repairs

Alterations
Comer of Bth and Pike
ELiot 7021

SHORT ORDERS

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
1104 BROADWAY

-

Malts Shakes " Sundaes
Where Collegians Meet
Open Seven Days a Week

